Metastatic gastric signet-ring cell carcinoma: A rare cause of acute appendicitis
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ABSTRACT
We report a 32-year-old patient who underwent laparoscopy with classical symptoms and signs of acute appendicitis. An inflamed, edematous and non-perforated appendix, also a large amount gelatinous ascites, omental and peritoneal implants were seen. Appendectomy was performed and multiple biopsies were taken from omentum and peritoneum for definitive diagnosis. Histopathologic diagnosis was a metastatic gastric signet-ring cell carcinoma (GSRCC) involving appendix and other specimens. A flat lesion involving corpus to antrum was diagnosed by gastroscopy and GSRCC was verified histopathologically in a tertiary centre and the case evaluated as stage IV gastric carcinoma. This case with no sign of gastric cancer was presented as an acute appendicitis. Metastatic carcinoma to the appendix, causing acute appendicitis is extremely rare in clinical practice and usually associated with high morbidity and mortality.
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INTRODUCTION
Acute appendicitis (AA) is the most common intra-abdominal surgical emergency. The etiology usually includes luminal obstruction of the appendix caused by faecalith, lymphoid hyperplasia or a tumor lesion. Metastatic tumor of the appendix is rarely reported, while metastasis-induced AA is even more rare (1).

Approximately 3.4-39% of patients with gastric cancer may have a gastric signet-ring cell carcinoma (GSRCC) (2), and most commonly occurs in female and young patients (1). GSRCC usually infiltrates the omentum, colon, pancreas and spleen. Most common sites for distant metastases include liver, peritoneum, lungs, adrenal glands and ovaries (2). Metastasis to the appendix is quite rare and only a few case reports are available in the literature (3-5). We report a case of metastatic GSRCC, diagnosed after an emergency surgery for AA.

CASE PRESENTATION
A 32-year-old female patient was admitted to Iğdır State Hospital, emergency department with a 2-day history of abdominal pain, nausea and vomiting. At presentation, the patient’s vital signs were as follows: Temperature, 37.4°C; heart rate, 96 beats/min; respiratory rate, 18 breaths/min; blood pressure, 120/80 mm-Hg. Physical examination revealed right lower quadrant tenderness, muscular defense, rebound tenderness, hypo-active bowel sounds, tenderness over the McBurney’s point and costovertebral angle tenderness (−/−). Rectal examination disclosed an empty ampulla. Patient’s laboratory work revealed as: WBC: 14 x 10⁹/µL, Hb: 10.7 g/dL, creatinine: 0.61 mg/dL, AST: 16 U/L, ALT: 14 U/L and C-reactive protein: 20 mg/dL. Colonic gas and air-fluid levels in small bowel were detected in abdominal X-ray. Abdominal ultrasound findings included an appendix with a diameter of 7.8 mm, presence of free fluid between bowel loops and in the perihepatic area, suggesting a perforated appendix. Adnexal masses were not thoroughly evaluated. Medical history did not reveal any previous disease.

The patient underwent emergency surgery with a pre-operative diagnosis of AA. Laparoscopic appendectomy was planned during laparoscopy, presence of extensive serous fluid collections in the abdomen, adhesion of the colon to the anterior wall of the abdomen, extensive fragility of tissues, a thickened gastric wall and a fibrotic omentum was found on the proximal transverse colon. Laparoscopy was converted to laparotomy because of these findings. Gelatinous ascites was observed in the abdomen and especially in the pelvic space. Pale white nodular lesions with hard consistency along the mesenteric serous surface of the stomach and small bowel were detected. Gastric wall was diffusely thickened.
Meso-colon was thickened and very fibrotic with white nodules. There was no palpable or serosal extension of any lesion in the abdominal cavity. Appendix was inflamed and fragile. Masses like the ones found on meso-colon were also observed on the appendix. Appendectomy was performed. Frozen examination could not be performed due to time of surgery and hospital conditions. An attending gynecologist joined the surgical team and observed no pathology in the ovaries or in the uterus. Several fluid and tissues samples were obtained intraoperatively for pathological evaluation with a potential diagnosis of abdominal tuberculosis peritonitis, gynecologic malignancy, stomach tumor or gastrointestinal tract lymphoma (Figures 1-3).

The patient developed postoperative subileus and was successfully treated conservatively. A liquid oral diet was introduced on the sixth day postoperatively. Gastroscopy was delayed due to prolonged postoperative subileus, which was performed 12 days postoperatively, revealed increased diffused wall thickness in the stomach corpus and antrum. Therefore, samples were collected again. Afterwards, the patient was discharged.

Postoperative laboratory evaluation of fluid samples from the stomach were negative for gram staining, acid resistant staining and anaerobic and aerobic cultures. Tuberculin purified protein derivative (PPD) skin-test and sputum culture results were also negative. Among the tumor markers only CA125 was 22.2 U/mL (range: 1.9-16.3 U/mL), the rest of the markers were within the normal levels (CEA 1.23 ng/mL; CA15-3 13.1 U/mL; CA19-9 <2.5 U/mL; AFP 1.37 IU/mL).

Postoperative pathological evaluation of tissue samples revealed AA and metastatic GSRCC on the serous surface of appendix in the samples obtained from appendix. Moreover, samples from inside the stomach, peritoneal surface, mesentery of the small bowel and omentum revealed metastatic GSRCC as well (Figures 4-6). Gastroscopic biopsy of the patient confirmed the GSRCC diagnosis (Figures 7, 8). The patient was referred to a tertiary hospital to have her oncologic treatment. Four weeks postoperatively, the patient started to receive chemotherapy as part of her therapy. Patient died on the second day of chemotherapy from complications associated with tumor lysis syndrome.

**DISCUSSION**

Appendectomy due to AA accounts for approximately 55% of emergency surgeries. Neoplasms of the appendix are detected pathologically in 0.9-1.4% of the obtained samples, while their age-adjusted incidence is 0.12 cases per one million annually. Epithelial neoplasms of the appendix account for less than 1% of colorectal cancers. Although secondary tumor of
the appendix is rare, it usually develops because of the metastasis of the primary tumor (6).

Fifty cases of metastatic carcinoma to the appendix have been reported in the literature in which metastasis as a result of the primary breast carcinoma was the most common (7). Other metastatic cancers to the appendix recently reported are urogenital, gastrointestinal and respiratory cancers (8). As in our report, metastasis of gastric carcinoma to appendix is very rare and has been reported only in a few case reports in the literature (3-5).

Obstruction and perforation are detected commonly in patients with metastatic breast cancer, while inflammation is detected in less than half of them. Partly due to sporadic use of steroid or cytotoxic drugs, clinical manifestations occur usually in the advanced stage of the disease (8).

A comprehensive study by Schmutzer et al. (9), analyzed tumors of the appendix in 8699 appendectomies performed over 23 years. Authors observed secondary tumor of the appendix only in 15 cases (12 metastatic carcinomas, and three lymphomas).

A recent study by Yoon et al. (10), consisted of 139 cases with secondary tumor of the appendix, revealed that secondary tumor of the appendix accounted for 77.2% of all pathologically
diagnosed malignancies of the appendix, while the most common primary origin was the ovary followed by colorectal and digestive tracts. Only four cases presented with AA. Secondary tumor of appendix was detected intra-operatively in these patients, while subsequent work up revealed the primary tumor. Moreover, most of the patients with secondary tumor of the appendix were female in the study (79.9% synchronous tumor, 20.1% metachronous tumor with 79.1% peritoneal diffusion). Wall involvement of the appendix was mostly at the serosa level. The median survival after diagnosis of the secondary tumor of appendix was 22.6 months.

Patient had an operation in emergency conditions due to diagnosis of acute appendicitis and was evaluated for secondary pathologies. Frozen section examination could not be performed in our hospital in emergency conditions. Incisional biopsies were performed for suspicious lesions in the abdominal cavity. In postoperative period, a deep investigation was performed for the diagnosis of the primary lesion. Patient was referred to senior center for advanced examination and therapy. Acute appendicitis is a very common emergency condition. The point is; like our case, sometimes metastatic lesions can cause the symptoms of acute appendicitis. Postoperative pathologic examination of the resected specimen must be evaluated carefully.

In some malignancies, resection of the second organ that is involved is known to improve the survival rates (i.e. metastatic colorectal liver cancer, pancreatic metastasis of renal cell tu-
mor, etc.). On the other hand, appendectomy does not seem to improve the survival rate in patients with secondary tumor of appendix (10).

CONCLUSION
Metastatic gastric carcinoma may rarely manifest itself with AA. While appendectomies are commonly performed in patients with acute abdomen, they may rarely serve as a differential diagnostic tool for detecting metastasis to distant organs.
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